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Thanks to the Amazon Effect, online buyers’ expectations of how quickly and cheaply
e-commerce purchases should arrive in their mailbox have been completely reset. Fast
and free are the new normal, forcing all other online sellers to keep up.
Parcel delivery pressure is indeed real. However, there’s one area of e-commerce where
online sellers can still compete logistically with Amazon and big box players: delivery of
oversized, larger-than-parcel items such as furniture, sofas, armoires, mattresses, treadmills
and more.
Whether you’re an online furniture reseller, an estate sale marketplace, an Etsy shop owner,
a brick-and-mortar shop selling online, or a big box brand, there is tremendous opportunity
ahead, especially in furniture -- one of the fastest growing segments of e-retail.
But with every opportunity, there are certain hurdles.
Our report — Realities in Oversized E-Commerce Delivery in the Amazon Era — looks at
the experiences of consumers who have made an oversized online purchase in the last 12
months. The findings shed light on consumer frustrations and mindset when buying large
items online, as well as ways retailers can proactively begin to address these pain points.
As the old saying goes, “Good, fast or cheap. Pick two.” Today, consumers unabashedly
want all three, and they’ll keep looking online until they get them.
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Our hope is that this report provides insights that help you deliver all three aspects for
customers buying larger-than-parcel items on your site.
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“

In a hyper-competitive
market, negative
reviews about shipping
can torpedo online
sales, even if a seller
isn’t at fault.
- KRIS LAMB, CEO, USHIP
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OV E R SI ZE D E - COMMERC E ON T HE RISE
The $19.2 billion online furniture and
home furnishings market is one of the
fastest growing segments of online
retail. eMarketer predicts it will reach

22

%

of Americans have bought
an oversized item online
in the past year.

$42 billion by 2019.
Ultimately, buyers – particularly
millennials – are now more
comfortable than ever making large
online purchases sight unseen.

34%
of those Americans who purchased an oversized item
online in the past year say they are more likely to buy
large e-commerce items than they were 5 years ago.
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B U Y E R S ’ D EL I V E RY PAI N POI NTS
Large-item logistics remain a black hole for most online sellers.
There’s simply way more to consider when shipping a 250-lb couch

One in five (21%) have ordered
something that arrived damaged.

cross country compared to cosmetics or cross trainers. Pickup and
delivery schedules, insurance, assembly, and bottom-line transport
cost are all friction-causing factors.
When consumers have a poor delivery experience, it reflects
negatively on a seller’s brand, regardless if fault lies with the carrier.
At a time when parcels can be delivered in a matter of hours, too
many buyers of large, bulky items are experiencing damages during

Over one in seven (15%) ordered
something that never arrived at all.

delivery. Some shipments don’t arrive at all.

uShip found that customer
One in five (21%)
reported missing
work because they
were waiting for
a delivery.

One in nine (11%)
felt like they
wasted a whole
day trying to track
down a purchase.

One in nine (11%)
had a ‘fight’ with
customer service
during the
delivery process.

frustration primarily stems
from a poor shipping
experience that upends
their daily routine.
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B U Y E R S ’ D EL I V E RY PAI N POI NTS
On marketplaces like eBay or Craigslist, out-of-area buyers
typically need to sort their own logistics, often preventing
the sale from happening.

Nearly one in six (16%) had to immediately
figure out how to transport an oversized
item themselves after making the purchase.

“
There’s no such thing
as ‘free shipping.’
It’s just a matter
of who pays.

- K RI S LAMB, CEO, USHIP
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B U Y E R S ’ CO N C E RNS WHI LE S HOPPING
The ‘last mile’ is a critical point in every customer’s lifecycle. When
it comes to delivery, e-retailers can’t afford to skimp on innovation
(at best) or ignore it entirely (at worst). It’s as much of a selling point
as the product itself. Many turn to less-than-truckload (LTL) shipping
options, concerned that “white glove service” will be more expensive
-- which is typically not the case.
Without a turnkey, low-cost delivery option in place, there’s a strong
chance that the money spent acquiring customers will be for naught.

Nearly half (47%) reported high
delivery costs caused them to
look elsewhere for the same item.
Creating a seamless integration
with a reliable logistics partner
gives buyers confidence when
shipping larger-than-parcel items.

“
Online sellers

who can figure
out big and bulky
e-commerce
delivery can take
advantage of
a huge market
opportunity.
- KR IS LAMB , C EO, U SHIP

Over one in four (28%) are hesitant to purchase
an oversized item because of shipping concerns.

One in eight (13%) kept an item they didn’t want
because the return process was too complicated.
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B U Y E R S ’ D ES I R ES FROM
ON LIN E S EL L ER S

28%

What do consumers want to see improved?

PROAC TI VE U PDATE S
More than one in four (28%) said
proactive updates on the status of their
order (i.e. push notifications, text/email
updates) instead of checking would
improve the experience.

Proactive updates, white glove service, choice in
deliver company, and more control over the delivery
time slots; these are all fixable moments in the
online sellers delivery supply chain that can be

18%

WH ITE G LOVE S E RVI CE
More than one in six (18%) said a ‘white
glove’ service such as hand delivery,
product assembly or installation would

resolved with the right partners and technology.

improve the experience.

“
Until Amazon figures

D E LI VE RY CO M PAN Y CH O I CE
Nearly a quarter (24%) want more
choice in how their package is delivered

it out, online sellers of
oversized goods can
out Amazon Amazon.
- KRIS LAMB, CEO, USHIP

24%

(i.e. by hand, UPS, Fedex, etc.)

19%

I N - H O M E D E LI VE RY
Almost one in five (19%) said that an
item delivered straight into their home
would improve their experience.
D E LI VE RY TI M E S LOTS

27%

More than a quarter (27%) said having
more specific delivery time slots this
would improve their experience.

R E S E ARC H M E THOD OLOGY

uShip commissioned YouGov PLC — a third party, professional research and
consulting organization — to poll the views of 1,070 adults, of which 228 have
purchased an oversized item online in the past year. Unless otherwise stated, all
figures shown are among the 228 adults who have purchased an oversized item in
the past year. Fieldwork was undertaken between June 21-22, 2018. The survey
was carried out online. The figures from the total sample (1,070 adults) have been
weighted and are representative of all US adults (aged 18+).

AB OU T U S HI P

uShip makes it quick, easy, and affordable to ship large or bulky items. From
cars to cranes and furniture to freight, our straightforward and transparent
platform helps people, businesses, e-commerce sellers, and multinational logistics
companies ship with greater speed and efficiency. Launched in 2004, uShip is
based in Austin, Texas. Find out more at uship.com, facebook.com/uship or on
Twitter at @uship.

